Is your organization facing any of these **IT ASSET MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES?**

- Contract, asset and software licensing issues
- Wasted time and resources
- Enterprise Agreement management struggles
- Lack of visibility into software and hardware assets

**YOUR NEXT GENERATION ITAM SOLUTION**

GDTamp powered by RAY ALLEN Inc provides a single pane of glass to view your software subscriptions, enterprise agreements, and hardware maintenance contracts. An asset baseline is initially established by reconciling client / OEM / provider data sources and maintained going forward with processes and continual data validation. The resulting unified source of truth is the foundation.

**FOUNDATION**

A Unified Source of Truth™, providing an IT Asset Management platform you can trust.

**LEADING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY meets BEST-OF-BREED METHODOLOGY**

**TEAMS**

Industry experts

**TECHNOLOGY**

Automated ITAM platform

**PROCESSES**

Customized workflows

**BUSINESS OUTCOMES**

**RIGHTSIZE CONTRACTS**

Ensure you have the right level of coverage and buying programs to optimize your support model.

**OPTIMIZED COSTS**

Leverage automated tools and industry experts to manage your ITAM processes.

**ENSURE COMPLIANCE**

Eliminate the risk of software license non-compliance through the proper management of software consumption.

For more information email GDTamp@gdt.com